Offshore Cranes

As our customers are faced with bigger challenges, we respond by developing new and inventive technologies to serve their needs and demands.

ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.
ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.

Active Heave Compensation Cranes

Future oil and gas production will take place at even greater ocean depths. Our AHC cranes can easily cope with this changing technology.
ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.

Deck Cranes

Deck Cranes in various sizes have been, and continue to be long-standing and successful ABAS products which are supplied to the fishing, merchant and offshore fleets.
ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.

Modern and safe equipment is required in order to work on deck efficiently and safely during rough weather conditions. ABAS puts the reliability of its cranes and crew safety first.
ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.

Rescue Cranes

Modern and safe equipment is required in order to work on deck efficiently and safely during rough weather conditions. ABAS puts the reliability of its cranes and crew safety first. Fixed derrick or elbow derrick available at all crane sizes, at customers request.
ABAS Crane AS has been designing and manufacturing offshore & marine cranes and lifting devices since 1964. Our well proven technology and products, combined with new inventions such as large offshore cranes, active heave compensation systems and rail-mounted cranes, makes us a preferred partner for the marine and offshore industry. ABAS Crane AS designs products that completely conform to its strict HSE policy. As a successful supplier in our industry, ABAS cranes meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications.